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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many numerical problems and methods for their approximate solution 
can be brought into the following abstract form: We are given a bounded 
linear operator S E L(X, Y) between Banach spaces X and Y, the “solu- 
tion operator.” That is, for x E X, Sx is the true solution of the problem. 
We assume that we have only partial information on the “datum” x E X, 
which is given by a mapping N: X + R”, the “information operator.” 
Finally, we have a mapping cp: N(X) + Y that represents the action of the 
“algorithm” by which we obtain an approximation cp(N(x)) to Sx using 
the information N(x). N and cp are required to belong to certain classes of 
not necessarily linear, not necessarily continuous mappings. 
This approach is developed in the monograph “Information-Based 
Complexity,” by Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, (1988), later 
referred to as IBC (see also Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980; Traub, Wa- 
silkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1983). The aim of the theory is to study 
concrete N and cp as well as optimality over 50 or both N and p. The quality 
of N and (c is judged by the behavior of the error IlSx - cp(N(x))lJ. 
In the worst case setting, one takes the supremum of the error over a 
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bounded set, which usually can be arranged to be a multiple qBx of the 
unit ball Bx of X, that is, one considers 
(here and below we admit +m as a possible value of suprema or integrals). 
A major alternative way of estimating the quality of N and cp proceeds 
via probability. Given a Bore1 probability measure p on X and Bore1 
measurable N and (c, one determines in the average case setting 
while in the probabilistic setting more detailed information about the dis- 
tribution of the error is supplied by the quantity 
inf{s > 0: ~{x E X: [(Sx - &V(x))/ > .F} 5 S}, 
depending on 6 > 0. Usually the measures in consideration (Wiener mea- 
sures on function spaces, general Gaussian measures) are defined over the 
whole space X, which makes it hard to compare the average and probabi- 
listic settings with the worst case setting. To overcome this difficulty, 
Woiniakowski (1987) considered the average case setting for bounded 
domains by studying the normalized restriction of the measure p to a ball 
of radius q > 0, i.e., 
Iuq(A) = PM n q~xYp(qBx) 
(for Bore1 sets A). Similarly one can proceed in the probabilistic setting, 
which was carried out in IBC, Section 85.5. 
In this framework, one studies the probabilistic (E, 6, q)-cardinality 
mProb(&, 6, q), which is the smallest nonnegative integer n such that there 
are admissible N: X ---, [w” and cp: N(X) + Y with 
/.Lq{x E x: I(Sx - p(N(x))ll > &} 5 6 
(precise definitions are given below). The quantity ,prob(.s, 6, q) can be 
interpreted as the minimal number of information operations needed to 
solve the problem with the given precision requirements. In the model of 
computation used in IBC, the complexity of a linear problem is, in gen- 
eral, proportional to this number. Thus, mprob(&, 6, q) describes the proba- 
bilistic complexity of solving S on a bounded domain. 
Only a few estimates of ,prob(&, 6, q) are known (see IBC, Sect. 8.5.5). 
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So far, in no (nontrivial) case of a solution operator S could the order of 
mProb(&, 6, q) as a function of all three variables be determined. It is the 
aim of this paper to solve this problem for the approximation of functions 
of the periodic Sobolev class in Hilbert space, the measure being of Wie- 
ner type and naturally related to the smoothness scale. We provide two- 
sided estimates of mprob(e, 6, q) with upper and lower bounds differing 
only by a constant factor independent of E, 6, and q. 
It is intuitively clear that for small 6, mProb(&, 6, q) must be close to the 
cardinality for the worst case setting, while for large q the unbounded 
probabilistic setting will dominate the situation. So we can also provide an 
answer to the following principal, qualitative aspect of the problem 
above: How is the “passage from one setting to the other” accomplished 
and what happens in the intermediate zone? 
Finally, our result settles a problem in the limit case q = +m, as well. 
For approximation problems the order of mProb(&, 6, +m) was known so 
far only for E --, 0, but fixed 6, i.e., the constants depending on 6. More- 
over, a further interesting aspect occurs here-the relation to the average 
case. We discuss this in Section 5. 
Our approach uses tools from Banach space theory. The main ingredi- 
ent is a recent result of Maurey and Pisier on the deviation of Gaussian 
measures from their mean. We adopt an operator-theoretic point of view 
on Gaussian measures (see, e.g., Linde and Pietsch, 1974), which enables 
us to relate distribution estimates to the approximability of the operator 
generating the measure. In the preliminary Section 2 we expose this ap- 
proach in some detail. In Section 3 we obtain certain distribution esti- 
mates for the general Banach space situation. The main result concerning 
the approximation problem in Hilbert space is presented in Section 4. The 
final Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of certain further aspects of the 
main result. We also mention some open problems. 
Our reference for terminology and facts of information-based complex- 
ity is IBC. For Banach space theory we refer to Lindenstrauss and Tza- 
friri (1977, 1979), and for operators in Banach spaces to Pietsch (1978). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES ON GAUSSIAN MEASURES 
We consider only Banach spaces over the field of reals. Given a Banach 
space X we let X* be its dual space and Bx the unit ball of X. Subspace 
means always closed linear subspace. Given another Banach space Y, 
L(X, Y) denotes the space of all bounded linear operators T from X to Y, 
equipped with the operator norm [ITI(. The closure of a. set A C X is 
denoted by A. 
Let B(X) be the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of X, and let @(X) be the 
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algebra of cylindrical subsets of X (see Kuo, 1975, I, Sect. 6, or Pietsch, 
1978, 25.2). A Gaussian measure on X is a Radon probability measure p 
on 93(X) such that each x* E X* is a symmetric Gaussian random variable 
on (X, p) (possibly degenerate, i.e., =0 almost everywhere). Note that we 
consider only symmetric, that is mean zero Gaussian, measures. For a 
Hilbert space H let -yH denote the standard cylindrical Gaussian probabil- 
ity on H (see Kuo, 1975, I, Def. 4.2; Pietsch, 1978, 25.5.1). 
Gaussian measures are closely related to certain classes of operators. 
To introduce them, define for T E L(H, X), Ha Hilbert space, X a Banach 
space 
E,,(T) = sup 
FCH 
J, IlTh tldrdh). 
dim F<= 
Let II&Y, X) denote the set of all T E L(H, X) with E,(T) < ~0. This class 
is studied in Linde and Pietsch (1974). It is readily checked that II@, X) 
endowed with EY as a norm is a Banach space. Moreover, for T E l&,(H, 
X), 
lITI 5 W2)“*E,(T), (1) 
and for a further Hilbert space Ho, a Banach space X0, S E L(&, H), and 
u E ux, X0), 
(Relation (1) is easily verified, while (2) is Lemma 2 of Linde and Pietsch 
(1974), up to a modification of the norm, which does not affect the proof.) 
Let R,(H, X) be the closure of the finite rank operators in II&Y, X). For T 
E L(H, X) let TYH denote the cylindrical probability measure induced on 
X by T, that is TyH(B) = yH(Te’(B)) for B E a(X). Now T E R,(H, X) if 
and only if TYH has an extension F,ZJ to %3(X) which is a Radon measure 
(such an extension is unique). So T E R,(H, X) implies that fiH is Gaus- 
sian. Conversely, if p is a Gaussian measure on X, there is a separable 
Hilbert space H and an injection J E R,(H, X) with p = TyH. H and J are 
essentially unique (up to isometries). Note that (J, H, X) is then an 
abstract Wiener space (see Kuo, 1975, I, Sect. 4). Let us also mention that 
if p = EH, T E R,(H, X), then C, = TT* is the covariance operator of p, 
Im T is the support of p, and 
E,(T) = I, II~ll44d. (3) 
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These facts can be found in Kuo (1975, I, Th. 4.1; III, Th. 1.1; I, Lemma 
4.6), Linde and Pietsch (1974, Th. 4) and Vakhania, Tarieladse, and 
Chobanjan (1985); see also the more detailed guideline to Proposition 1.3 
in Heinrich (1990). If X = G is a Hilbert space, then R,(H, G) coincides 
with the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators &(H, G), and 
(l+ (?7/2)3’2)-‘u2(T) 5 E,(T) 5 (TZ(T), (4) 
where a2(T) denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. This is a consequence of 
Pisier (1986, Cor. 2.5; inequality (2.7); compare also Heinrich (1990, 
Props. 1.2 and 1.4). For further characterizations of R, we refer to Che- 
vet, Chobanjan, Linde, and Tarieladse (1977), Chobanjan and Tarieladse 
(1977), and Kuhn (1981). We generally refer to Heinrich (1990, Sect. 1) for 
a similar, but more detailed, exposition of the facts quoted above, includ- 
ing their versions for the complex case. 
Finally, we state two important results which we use. The first result is 
an estimate of the deviation of a Gaussian measure from its mean, which 
is due to Maurey and Pisier (see Pisier, 1986, Th. 2.1; Remark on p. 180). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let t.~ be a 
Gaussian measure on X, t.~ = &.yH, where J E R,(H, X) and H is a Hilbert 
space. Let T E L(X, Y). Then for all t > 0 and T = +l 
P{X E X: ~(llTx11 - E,(TJ)) > t> 5 exp(-t2/(211TJl12)). 
The second result is the logarithmic concavity of Gaussian measures 
due to Bore11 (1974, Cor. 2.1). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let k be a Gaussian measure on a Banach space 
X, let A, B E B(X), and let 0 I (Y 5 1. Then 
/&A + (1 - a)B) 2 P(A)~~(B)~-~. 
Now we describe the class of information operators and algorithms 
which we consider. Let n be a positive integer. A mapping N: X+ Iw” is 
called adaptive linear information of cardinality n if there exist mappings 
L,: x+ [w 
L2:X x [w+ [w 
. . . 
L . x x w-1 + [w n. 
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such that for 1 I i 5 in and all (r-1, . . . , zi-1) E R’-‘, Li(*, ~1, . . . , zi-1) 
E X*. and for x E X 
where 
a1 = -m) 
a2 = L2(x, al) 
. . . 
4-l = Ln-lb, aI, . . . 7 4-2) 
(see IBC, 3.2.2.). The set of mappings (L,, . . . , L,) is called a represen- 
tation of N. Rn(X) denotes the set of all adaptive linear informations of 
cardinality II. For the probabilistic analysis we must impose certain mea- 
surability conditions. Let R;(X) be the subset of those N E SR(X) which 
possess a measurable representation (Li , . . . , L,). By this we mean that 
for 2 I i 5 n, 
(Zl, * . . 7 Zi-1) + Li(', ZI, . . * 7 Zi-1) 
is a Bore1 measurable mapping from [w’-l to X* (cf., e.g., Lee and Wa- 
silkowski, 1986). Given z E R”, z = (z,, . . . , z,), it is convenient to use 
the notation 
L,z = LiC.5 ZI, . . . , Z;-f) 
for I I i 5 n. Let us note that for N E St(X), N(X) is a Bore1 subset of 
R”. 
Now let p be a Gaussian measure on X. Given N E S,“(X), a measur- 
able representation (L1, . . . , L,) of N is called p-orthonormal, if for all z 
E R” 
Let ‘31:(X) be the subset of all N E Z;(X) possessing such a representa- 
tion. As remarked in IBC, p. 221, for complexity analysis it is no loss of a 
generality to assume N E SE(X). In fact, for each n % dim(supp /.4 and N 
E R;(X) there is an Nr E S;(X) and a measurable cpI: N,(X) --, N(X) 
with 
N = (01 0 N,. 
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Note that for each N E s:(X), N(X) = Iw”. It is easily checked that each 
N E g:(X) has a unique CL-orthonormal representation, provided supp 
/.I, = x. 
Given a subset A c X, @(A, Y) denotes the set of all (not necessarily 
linear, not necessarily continuous) mappings from A to Y. If A is a Bore1 
set, @,,(A, Y) stands for the set of all Bore1 measurable cp E @(A, Y). 
Given N E )31”(X), the elements of @(N(X), Y) are called algorithms 
(using information N). 
3. GENERAL ESTIMATES 
In this section we prove some distribution estimates for the general 
Banach space situation. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let S E L(X, 
Y). Let p be a (symmetric) Gaussian measure on X, let n be a positive 
integer, and let N E s:(X). We assume that supp p = X. For our pur- 
poses this is no loss of generality, since we can always restrict S and N to 
supp p, this way neglecting a set of measure zero. We represent p = TyjH, 
where H is a separable Hilbert space and J E R,(H, X) is an injection (see 
Section 2). It follows that J(H) is dense in X. Let (L1, . . . , L,) be the p- 
orthonormal representation of N. For z = (zr , . . . , z,) E [w” define 
4 = i: ZiC,Li,z, 
i=l 
and observe that 
Define 
N(m,) = Z. (3 
u, = {x E x: L;,?(x) = 0, 1 5 i 5 n} 
Fz = J-‘(U,) 
Jz = 5111; 
and 
Then the support of kLz is U,, and its covariance operator is given by 
cpz = J,J: = JQZJ*, 
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where Qz is the orthogonal projection onto F,. Hence 
By IBC (Appendix, Lemma 2.9.7), the family of measures pz(. - m,) is 
the conditional measure of p with respect to N. This means that for each 
B E !-8(X), pz(B - m,) is Bore1 measurable (with respect to z), and 
p(B) = I,. /.+(B - m,)dy,(z). 
Here Y,, is the canonical Gaussian measure on R” (i.e., centered, with 
covariance identity). For our subsequent estimates the following form of 
this relation is convenient: 
(6) 
Finally, we define the mean element algorithm (ao: W + Y by 
CPO(Z) = Sm, 
(see IBC, 6.5.2). Let us finally fix the following constants: 
61 = (1 - 2exp(-4/rr))( 1 - exp(- 1/(47r)) - exp(-49/m)) 
cl = (1 - 2 exp(-4/r))(2rr)-1’2 I,+” exp(-t2/2)dt. 
Then a1 > 0.033, and the simple estimate 
I,+= exp(-t2/2)dt 2 l/2 1: t exp(- t2/2)dt 
gives cl 1 0.041. (If a constant is denoted by a symbol, this symbol 
remains reserved for this particular value throughout the paper.) Now we 
are ready to formulate the estimates for the general situation. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Assume the notation as above and suppose that 
SJ, # 0 for some z E R”. Then for all q 2 14E,(J) and all E > 0 the 
following hold: 
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(i) If E L 2 supz E,(SJ,), then 
/-4x E @x: llsx - (Potm))ll > E} 5 exp(-e2/(8 sup llSJz(12)). 
(ii) Zfz I l/2 inf, E,,(SJ,), then for each cp E @-,([w”, Y) 
Pb E @x: llsx - cpWWll > &> 2 61. 
(iii) Zfinf,(llSJ,ll/llJzll) L V’% c/q, thenfor each cp E Q&P, Y) 
/4x E @x: IISX - cpWWll > .F} 2 cl exp(-2&2/infIISJzl12). 
Remark. If SJ, = 0 for all z, E W, then (i) is just trivial. Indeed, it is 
easy to verify that the density of J(H) in X implies the density of J(F,) in 
U, . Hence SJ, = 0 gives SU = 0 for all u E U, . Consequently N(x) = N(y) 
implies Sx = Sy; i.e., we have “full information.” Moreover, it follows 
from (5) that Sx = &N(x)) for all x E X. 
Proofof3.1. To show the upper estimate in (i), we use (5) and (6), and 
get 
/4x E @x: Ilsx - %W(d)ll > &I 
= I w” pz{u E U,: IIS(m, + 4 - cp0W(m, + 4)ll > ~hMz) 
=I R” Ph E uz: IPull > &IhIkh 
By 2.1, for each z E UP with SJ, # 0, 
P,b E uz: IIW > &) 
5 exp(-ts - &(sJz))24211SJz II*)) 
I exp(-e2/(8 SUP[[SJ,~~~)). 
If SJ, = 0, then for all u E U,, Su = 0, so 
/.&{u E uz: Ipull l== &} = 0. 
This proves (i). To verify the lower estimates (ii) and (iii), let A = 6E,(J). 
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Then 0 < A < q. Denote 
MA = {z E R”: I(m,(l 5 A}. 
By (5) and (6) we have for arbitrary cp E CD&P, Y), 
Ax E 4Bx: lb - $4~(x))ll > E) 
= I iw” I.& E Uz: m, + u E qBx 
and IPh + 4 - cpW(m, + u))ll > ~hdz) 
= I R” pz{u E U,: m, + UE qBx and (ISm, - v(z) + SU/~ > ~}dy,dz) 
L I MI b-4~ E U,: II% - dz) + Sull > &> 
- P& E uz: II4 > 4 - ~&Mz). (7) 
Next we show that for any z E Iw” 
I-G& E uz: IIS4 - cp(z) + Sull > E) 2 pu,{u E U,: llSu/j > E}. (8) 
Indeed, fix z and denote Sm, - (o(z) = y 
A+ = {u E Uz: Ily + Su(l -= E} 
A- = {u E U,: (1-y + Sujl I E}. 
Clearly, A- = -A+, hence pz(A+) = pu,(A-). Moreover it is easily 
checked that 
1/2A+ + 1/2A- C {u E U,: l\SulI I E}. 
NOW we get from 2.2 
/-4lI2A+ + 1/2A-) 2 ,~L~(A+)“~/L,(A-)“~ = pJA+). 
Combining the last two relations and passing to complements, we obtain 
(8). This, in turn, together with (7) gives 
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Next we estimate Y,JM~). For this observe first that II1y1,11 > A implies 
pz{u E uz: llmz + u/I 5 X/2} 
5 pz{u E CJ,: Ilull > h/2} 
5 exp(-W - ~,(JzV4211Jzl12)) 
% exp(-(A/2 - E,(J))*/(2115/1*)). 
Here we used 2.1. Together with (6) we get 
/.L(A/~Bx) = I,. /.L,{u E U,: llmz + ~11 5 A/21&z(z) 
p,-$ E U,: bz + ~11 5 W4dz) 
5 ynWh) + exp(-(A/:! - 4CJD2/(211J11*N. 
By 2.1, the choice of A = 6&(J), and (l), 
-y,,(W) 2 PWBX) - exp(-(A/2 - 4V))2/(211J1(2)) 
L 1 - 2 exp(-(A/2 - E,(J))2/(211J112)) 
= 1 - 2 exp(-2E,(J)21~lJ~~2) L 1 - 2 exp(-4/r). (10) 
From 2.1 we get for all z E R”, 
pu,@ E Uz: llull > q - A) 5 ew(-(q - A - E,(5,))2/(2115,112)). 
Since q 2 1415,(J), we have 
q - A - E&J,) 2 q - 7EJ.I) 2 q/2. 
Thus, for all z E Iw” 
P& E r/,: Ilull > q - A) 5 exp(-q2~@~lJz~~*)). (11) 
We also need a slightly different form of this estimate, which we derive 
from (1 I), using (1) again. 
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PAU E Uz: Ilull > 4 - hi 5 exp(-(14~,(J))*~(~11J,l1*)) 
5 exp(-49Ev(J)2/(2(1JI))2) 5 exp(-49/n). (12) 
From now on we must distinguish between the two cases (ii) and (iii). We 
start with (ii). Using 2.1 (with 7 = - 1) and the assumption E I l/2 inf, 
WSJ,), we get 
k@ E U,: (ISull 5 ~1 5 exp(-(&(SJ,) - ~)*42((~J,112N 
5 exp(-E,(sJ,)*/(8(lsJ,1)*)) 5 exp(-1/(4rr)). 
Combining this with (9), (IO), and (12), we get 
/-4x E q&f: lb - dN4>ll > El 
2 (1 - 2 exp(-4/r))(l - exp(-1/(4m)) - exp(-49/r)) = 6r. 
To prove (iii), let z E EP. Observe first that J as an element of R,(H, X) is 
the norm limit of finite rank operators, hence J is compact. Then so are 
SJ, = SJIFz and its dual (SJ,)* E I,( Y*, F,) (we identify F: with F,). This 
together with the weak*-compactness of the ball in Y* implies that (SJ,)* 
attains its norm; i.e., there is a y* E Y* with IIy*(l = 1 and 
II(SJ,)*Y*II = Il(SJ,)*ll = IlSJzII. 
Then 
P.,{U E uz: IIW > 81 22 /-& E uz: Ic.k Y*>l > &> 
=YF;U E Fz: I@Jz.L Y*)I > ~1 
= Y&- E Fz: IL/-, (SJz)*~*/lt(SJz)*y*i())I > &/llSJzIIl 
= Wii~JzII), (13) 
where 
I+!&) = (2/n-)“* I,‘” exp( -t*/2)&. 
(Note that the assumption of (iii) implies SJ, f 0.) We make use of the 
following simple relations 
$(a) > (2hp I,“” exp(-t2/2)dt > (2/m)“* exp(-(a + 1)*/2) (14) 
and 
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$(I) < (2h)‘” /*+” I exp(-t2/2)dt = (~/vT)~/*c~/*. 
If E 2 IlSJ,II, we get from (14) 
I+!J(E/IISJ~II> 2 (2/r)“* exp(-2s*/~~SJ,~~*). 
If E < Il.~~~ll, then 
IJIWII~JZII> 2 $41) > W) ew(-2~*~11~J,11*). 
Since by (15), +(I) < (2/7r)i/*, we get in both cases from (13) 
p,{u E Uz: ((Su(( > E} 2 $(l) exp(-2s*/[~SJ,~~*). 
BY (9), (lo), (111, and W), 
p{x E qBX: ((XX - (d(N(x))(( > E} 1 (1 - 2 exp(-4/rr)) 
x inf (JI(l) ew(-2~*~Il~JZl12) - exp(-q2/(811J,11*))). z 
We show that for all z E RF 
WI exp(-2~*/11SJz1/*) 2 2 exp(-q24811Jz11*)). 
Clearly (17) and (18) imply (iii). Inequality (18) is equivalent to 







(log always means the natural logarithm). To verify (19) note that by (I), 
q2/(8~~Jz~[*) 2 49E,(J)*/(2~(5~~*) 2 49/n > 15. 
On the other hand, by (14), $(l) > (2/r)“*e-*, so 
log(2/JI( 1)) < log((2~)“*e*) < 3. 
Hence 
and consequently 
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~*~Wl~Jz1~*) 5 s*~@((J#) - bWWN. 
The assumption of (iii) obviously implies 
(20) 
(21) 
Relations (20) and (21) give (19), which concludes the proof. 
4. AN APPROXIMATION PROBLEM 
We study the approximation of functions in periodic Sobolev spaces. 
To define these spaces, let P = {e”: 0 I t 5 27r) be the unit circle and h the 
Lebesgue measure on I’. Let L2 = L2(r, A) and let (en),‘=“-, be the normal- 
ized in L2 trigonometric basis, i.e., 
q)(t) = (27T-“2, e,(t) = 7~~“~ cos nt, e-,(t) = Cl’* sin nt 
(n E N). For any real Y 2 0 the periodic Sobolev space H’ = H’(T, A) is 
defined as 
H' = [f E ~52: tlfll: = Jz (1 + j*)Yf, ej)* < m], 
where ( , ) denotes the scalar product of L2. For r 2 s let I,.$: H’+ H” 
be the identical embedding. We write Z, for Lo: Hr + L2. Put 
jj = (1 + j*)-“ei, gj = (1 + j*)-"*ej (.i E 0 
Then (fj) and (gj) are orthonormal bases in H’ and H”, respectively, and 
Zrs is of diagonal type 
I,, fj = (1 + j*)-b-sV*g 
J’ (22) 
Therefore it is quite simple to verify the following (well-known) approxi- 
mation properties. Denote 
Ek = span{ej: Ijl < k} 
and let Pk be the orthogonal projection onto Ek. Then for all k 2 1 
((h - Pkh(1.y I k-(‘-S)Ilh][, (h E H’) 
llhllo 2 k-“llhlls (h E Ex). 
(23) 
(24) 
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Moreover, for all n 2 1 
c,(Z,,) 2 n-(-j 7 (25) 
where for an operator T E L(X, Y), c,(T) denotes the nth Gelfand number 
c,(T) = g IlTlFll 
codim F<n 
(see, e.g., Pietsch (1978, Chap. 1 I) for this notion and for the approxima- 
tion of diagonal operators), In order to use (iii) of Proposition 3.1 to obtain 
lower estimates we must be able to handle the quotient I~,s./,II/IIJ~II. This is 
achieved on the basis of the following 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let r > s 2 0, let J = I,.$: H’+ H”, S = Is: H”-, 
Lz, and let n be a positive integer. Then for each subspace F C H’ with 
codimF<n, 
where c2 = (21’(r-s) + I)-“/2. 
Proof. Choose h E F with llhljr = 1 and 
llhlls = llJld& = IlJl~ll 2 n-(r-s), 
where the last relation follows from (25). For arbitrary k 2 1 we have by 
(23) and (24) 
Ibllo 2 IlW+, 2 k-“ll~/hlls 2 Wllhlls - llh - P/J+) 
2 k-“(IlhJI, - k-(‘-$)) = k-“llhjls - km’. 
Consequently, 
IISJIFIIIIIJIFII 2 Ilhllo~l~hl~s 2 k-” - k-‘W4 
2 k-s - k--r,,-” - - k-$(1 - (nlk)r-s). 
Now choose any k satisfying 
21N-S)n 5 k 5 (21/(‘-S) + l)n. 
Then 
(n/k)‘-” 5 l/2, 
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and we get 
Before we state the next result we need two more approximation prop- 
erties, this time with respect to the norm Ey . Since in Hilbert spaces R, 
coincides with the Hilbert-Schmidt class, it follows that I,. E R,(H’, L2) iff 
r > l/2. If this is satisfied, we get on the basis of (4) and (22) for k 2 1, 
E,(Z, - PkZ,)2 I cr2(Zr - PkZ# 
= 2 2 (1 + j2)-r 5 2(k2 + I)-’ + 2 1;” ~-2rdx 
5 2(k2 + 1))’ + 2/(2r - l)k-2’+‘. 
Consequently, 
E,(Z, - PkZ,) I c3 k-r+1’2 (26) 
with c3 = (4rl(2r - 1))i12. In a similar way, for r - s > l/2, 
E#,,) I cd = (1 + 21-(‘-s) + 2/(2(r - S) - 1))‘“. (27) 
We also need a lower bound with respect to the norm Ey . For this recall 
that for an operator T E S2(G, H) between Hilbert spaces G and Hand for 
positive integer n we have 
@z(T)2 = 2 Cam 2 nc,(Tj2 
k=l 
(28) 
(see Pietsch, 1978, 11.3). Now let F C H’ be any subspace of codimension 
<n. Then (28) and (25) give 
cr2(Zrl~) 2 n 1’2c,(ZrJ~) 2 n “2c2n-1K) 
2 1/2(2n n - 1)-r 2 2-rn-r+1/2. 
Combining this with (4) we get 
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with cs = (1 + (~/2)~‘~)-‘2-‘. (Clearly, the quantity on the left-hand side of 
(29) is the analogue of the Gelfand number for the norm E,.) 
Now we come to the main result of this paper. We let X = H”, Y = L2, 
and S = Is: Hs += L2. We assume r - l/2 > s > 0. Then Z,, E R,(H’, HS) 
and we define the measure Z.L on Hs by 
Thus, in the notation of Section 2, H = H’, .Z = Z,, . The measure Z.L is of 
Wiener type in the sense that it is generated by an embedding of spaces of 
smooth functions, i.e., that it represents a certain smoothness. It is 
closely related to the measure studied in IBC, 7.3.1 (put d = 1, u = 2(r - 
s), ri = s there-for s an integer). For E > 0, 6 > 0, q > 0 we denote by 
mProb(e, 6, q) the smallest positive integer n such that there are N E 
$x;(X) and (o E QO(N(X), Y) with 
pq{x E X: IlSx - cptNtx))ll L- c> 5 6, 
where &A) = p(A n qBx)lp(qBx) for A E 8(X). So far we consider only 
finite q; the limit case q = +m is discussed in Corollary 4.4. By the 
remarks in Section 2 concerning p-orthonormal representations the defi- 
nition of mProb(&, 6, q) does not change if we replace s%,“(X) by s;(X). 
Finally, let us introduce the following constants. Let a2 be any positive 
real satisfying 
82 5 min(&, l/e), 62 < Cl, 
let 
cg = (1 - eXp(- 169/r))-’ (=l + 4.3 x 10-24) 
di = min((c2/V%)““, ((1 - log ci/log 62)/2)11(2’), (~5/2)i’(‘-“~)), 
d2 = 2 max((k3)“(r-1’2), (8c6)“(2’)) 
and 
q1 = 14c4. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let E > 0,O -C 6 < 82, and 2 q ql. Then 
d,rltE, 6, q) - 1 5 mprobk, 6, d 5 &qtE, 6, q) + 1, 
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where 
r)(s, 6, q) = min((qls)l’S, max(((log( 1/6))1’2/e)*‘r, (1 /~)t’(~-r’~))). 
Proof. First observe that by assumption and (27) q 2 14~ 2 14&U). 
With 2.1 and (1) this gives 
y{x E X: 1(x(/ > q} I exp(-(q - E,(J))2/(2)~J~~2)) 5 exp(-169/m). 
Hence for A E B(X), 
1-44 n @x) 5 CL&U 5 c6/.4A n q&d. (30) 
First we prove the upper bound stated in the theorem. Let 
k = [(q/.s)““]. 
Then k” 2 q/E, hence qkes I E. By (23) (replacing r by s and s by 0) we get 
Ilh - Wllo 5 8 (h E H”, llhlls 5 qh 
Therefore the information Nk: HS -+ R2k-1, 
Nkh = ((1 + j2)r’2(h, ej))jkI!ck-l) 
(scalar product in L2) and the algorithm Cpk E I?@!~~-‘, L2) 
k-l 
are as desired and give 
~P’o’J(E, 6, q) I 2k - 1 5 2(q/.$“” + 1. (31) 
Next we put 
k = [max((2c3/&)1’(r-1’2), (8c,j log(1/6)/&2)*'c2r))1 (32) 
and let Nk and qk be as above. Note that Nk E 8;(P) and that (ok is the 
mean element algorithm corresponding to Nk (and to the choice of S and p 
in this section). Denote 
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It follows from (32) and (26) that 
E 1 2c3k-‘+“2 L 2E,(I, - P&) 2 2E,(SJ,& 
Since 6 < a2 5 l/e, log(1/6) L 1, and hence 
c6 k&1/6) 2 (1 + log 4 log(1/6) 2 k&j/8). 
We get from this and from (32), 




Inequality (23) gives 
IlSJ,(I 5 (II, - PkZrll 5 k-‘. 
Combining the last two relations, we get 
Because of (33) we can apply 3.1(i) and obtain, also using (30), 
&{X E x: IlsX - (D/&&X)Il > E} 5 c6 exp(-s2/(8(ISJk112)) 5 6. 
This gives 
mProb(e, 6, q) s2k - 1 I 2 max((2c~/&)1’(‘~*‘2), (8~ log(1/6)/e2)“(2’)) + 1. 
Since cg > 1, it follows that d2 > 2, and the last estimate together with (31) 
proves the upper bounds. 
To verify the lower bounds, let n 2 1, N E s;(X), and cp E @&P, Y) 
be such that 
/.LLq{x E x: llsx - p(N(x))ll > E} r 6. 
Then by (3) we also have 
p{x E qBx: /lSx - (p(iV(x)>ll > E} 5 6. 
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We distinguish between two cases. First we assume that there is a z E [w” 
with 
Then we can use Proposition 4.1 and get 
c*(n + 1))” I V%/q. 
thus 
n 2 (c*lv%)“s(q/E)“s - I. (34) 
This proves the lower bound in the first case. Now we treat the second 
case and assume that for all z E IV, 
Then Proposition 3.l(iii) is applicable and gives 
6 L cl exp(-2s*/inf llSJ,ll*). 
z 
In view of (25), 
which yields 
6 2 cl exp(-2s*(n + l)*‘), 
and therefore 
(n + l)*r z (-log 6 + log CJ/2&2 
2 (1 - log q/log 62) log(1/6)/(28?). 
Hence 
n 2 ((1 - log c,llog 6*)/2)“‘~“((log(1/6))“2/&)“~ - 1. (35) 
Since 6 < 6,) we conclude from Proposition 3.l(ii) that there is a z E R” 
with 
F > E,(SJ,)/2. 
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Moreover, (29) yields 
E&sJ,) = E,(S.&) 2 c*(n + 1)(‘-“2’. 
It follows that 
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n 2 (cs/~)‘~“-l/2’(~/E)ll~r-l~*~ - 1, 
This together with (35) implies the lower bound also in the second case 
and thus concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. The proof shows that the information Nk given essentially by 
the Fourier coefficients and the mean element algorithm pk is quasi-opti- 
mal in the following sense: There is a constant d > 0 such that for all E, 6, 
q satisfying the assumptions of 4.2 there is a positive integer k with 
and 2k - 1 5 dmProb(c, 6, q). Note that Nk is nonadaptive (i.e., the Li,z 
actually do not depend on z) and that vk is linear. 
Let us briefly recall the model of computation used in IBC, 3.2.3 and 
3.3. First, one can carry out information operations to get the components 
of N(x), that means we can obtain the value of arbitrary continuous linear 
functionals over X at x. Assume that each information operation has the 
same fixed cost c. Second, to compute cp(N(x)), one can perform combi- 
natory operations, which are arithmetic operations, comparison of real 
numbers, the evaluation of a certain finite set of elementary functions 
(which has to be fixed), vector addition in Y, and multiplication of an 
element of Y by a scalar. We assume that the combinatory operations are 
carried out with infinite precision and that all of them are of unit cost. 
Then the probabilistic (E, 6, q)-complexity compProb(&, 6, q) is the minimal 
cost of an N E %Z;;(X) and a cp E QO(N(X), Y) with 
pq{x E x: IlSx - p(NWtl > ~1 5 6 
(see IBC for details). The following is a direct consequence of 4.2 and the 
above remark. 
4.3. COROLLARY. With the notation as above, let E > 0,O < 6 -=c 82, 
q’ql. Then 
c(d~q(e, 6, 9) - 1) 5 compP’Ob(&, 6, q) 5 (c + 2)(&7(~, 6, q) + 1) - 1. 
This gives a partial answer to a question posed in IBC (Sect. 8.5.5, p. 
346). 
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In 4.2, q was assumed to be finite. The case q = +a, can easily be 
derived from it by a simple limit argument. Denote 
rnprob(&, 6) = rnP”b(&, 6, +m) 
(we put Z.A+~ = ZJ, in the original definition). It is readily seen that for each 8 
> 0 there is a q. > 0 such that for all q > q. and all A E B(X) 
/+(A) - 0 5 p(A) 5 /+(A) + 0. 
Consequently, for all E > 0, 6 > 8, q > q. 
Combining this with 4.2 gives 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let E > 0 and 0 < 6 < ~3~. Then 
d,{(E, 6) - 1 I ,prob(a, 6) I dz{(&, 6) + 1, 
where 
C(E, 6) = max(((log(l/6))“*/e)‘/‘, (l/~)“(~-“*)). 
Note that the lower and upper estimates given in IBC (Sect. 8.7) differ 
from each other by some power of (log(1/6))*‘*/&. So also in the un- 
bounded probabilistic setting this is the first sharp order estimate for an 
approximation problem. 
5. REMARKSAND OPEN PROBLEMS 
First we discuss the passages from one setting to another. Let again X 
= H”, Y = Lz, S = Z$: H” --, L2. Denote by mwor(s, q) the worst case 
cardinality, that is the smallest integer n 2 1 such that there are N E 
sfl(X) and cp E @(N(X), Y) with 
SUP (ix - cpW(x))(( 5 E. 
XQBX 
It follows from IBC (Chap. 4, Th. 5.3.2; cf. also Sect. 5.3.1) that there 
exist constants d3, d4 > 0 such that for all E > 0, q > 0 
d3(q/E)1’s 5 mwor(,, q) 5 d4(q/c)“” + 1. 
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In the average case setting we let h be as in Section 4 and define &Q(E) to 
be the smallest IZ L 1 such that there is an N E 8:(X) and a q E @&V(X), 
Y) with 
By IBC (Chap. 6, Th. 5.5.1; see also Sect. 7.3.1) there are constants d,, de 
> 0 such that for all E > 0 
d5(l/E)ll(r-1/2) 5 &“g(&) 5 &(l/E)“(r-“2) + 1. 
Now we can give some interpretations of Theorem 4.2 and Corollaries 
4.3 and 4.4. We first consider the case 4 = +a~ (the unbounded probabilis- 
tic case). By 4.4 we see that for large 6, precisely for 
6 2 exp(-(1/&)1’(r-“2)), (36) 
probabilistic and average cardinality are of the same order, while for 
smaller 6, they behave differently. This gives a quantitative foundation to 
the intuitive understanding that the average estimate also holds with suffi- 
ciently large probability. 
In the general bounded probabilistic case 9 < 00 the cardinality ,prob(e, 
6, q) is of the same order as the unbounded probabilistic cardinality as 
long as 
(q/c)“” 2 max(((log(l/6))“2/~)“~, (l/&)i’(‘-I’*)), 
otherwise mProb(&, 6, q) is of the same order as the worst case cardinality. 
Roughly speaking, the unbounded probabilistic case turns into the worst 
case, and nothing else occurs. Let us have a slightly closer look at this 
when E and q are fixed and 6 gets small. Suppose that 
(q/&p 2 (l/&)“‘r-i’*), 
that is, 
q 2 E (T?P 1/2)/(r- l/2) 
(since we have a bound on 4, q 2 ql, and r - s - l/2 > 0, this just means 
that E is not too large). Then, as 6 + 0, first the average case cardinality 
occurs (as long as (36) holds), then comes the unbounded probabilistic 
cardinality, as long as 
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6 2 exp(-(l/&)*(‘-“)/~q2r/~), 
and finally, below this value, the worst case dominates. 
Let us finally mention some questions which arise from the results of 
this paper. It follows from 4.2 and the remark after the proof that for this 
concrete approximation problem nonadaptive information provides the 
same order as adaptive information. For the worst case, average case, 
and unbounded probabilistic setting there are general results of this kind 
(see IBC, 4.5.2,6.5.6, and 8.5.3). It would be interesting to have counter- 
parts for the bounded probabilistic setting. Furthermore, in Section 4 we 
restricted our considerations to the Hilbert space case and relied on the 
identity of certain types of widths in this case. The Banach space case, 
that is, the approximation of functions from WS, in L, , is open. In particu- 
lar, it would be interesting to understand if the order of the cardinality of 
the bounded probabilistic case always reduces to either the worst case or 
the unbounded probabilistic case. Finally, other numerical problems like, 
e.g., integration (with natural restrictions on the information available) 
should be analyzed from this point of view. 
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